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Abstract: The Rose Hoadley McIlveen Collection consists of the personal documentation and correspondence of Rose Hoadley McIlveen. The collection mostly contains correspondence between Rose and various members of her family. It also contains miscellaneous materials concerning the history of Bloomington and Monroe County. As well as a collection of records and correspondence related to John W. Hoadley, a founder in the limestone industry, and the Hoadley Family. The collection documents Rose’s attempts to publish three manuscripts pertaining the Regency Period. The collection contains the manuscripts of four unpublished works, as well as correspondence regarding her attempts to publish.

Identification:
Languages: English

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

PREFERRED CITATION
Rose Hoadley McIlveen Collection, Monroe County History Center Research Library, Box #, Folder #.

RESTRICTIONS

RESTRICTIONS ON ACCESS & USE
Monroe County History Center and Research Library staff may determine use restrictions dependent on the physical condition of manuscript materials. Restrictions may exist on reproduction, quotation or publication. Contact Monroe County History Center Research Library for more information.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

Rose Hoadley McIlveen (1930-2016) was born on April 1, 1930 to Albert V. McIlveen, a stone carver, and Mary Neal McIlveen, a member of the Hoadley family. Rose received a bachelor’s degree in English Literature
and a Masters of Education from Indiana University. Rose also attended University College, of the University of London, completing postdoctoral work in English and American History. Rose worked for the Louisville Courier Journal as a reporter, and was a writer for the IU News Bureau in Bloomington. Rose dedicated most of her time to pursuing her interests in history and genealogy. As well as being an avid researcher of her family’s genealogy, especially the Hoadley Family, Rose was interested in the history of Bloomington and Monroe County, and was the author of “Looking Back”, a weekly column in the Herald Times, from 1979-1989. Rose also had an interest in literature, and attempted to publish three different manuscripts focusing on the Regency period. Rose was an active member of the Bloomington community, being a member of the Monroe Historical Society, Meals on Wheels, and the Founding Board, and serving as Alumnae Advisor, Alpha Omicaron Pi Women’s Fraternity. Rose also served as the president of the Bloomington Hospital Auxiliary, and as a board member of the American Red Cross, Monroe County Chapter. She died in Bloomington, January 13, 2016.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

ARRANGEMENT

The Rose Hoadley McIlveen Collection is arranged into 8 series by subject, as follows:

OUTLINE OF SERIES ARRANGEMENT

- **Series 1: Correspondence** – 3 folders (Box 1)
- **Series 2: Career and Community Involvement** – 2 folders (Box 1)
- **Series 3: Publishing** – 6 folders (Box 1)
- **Series 4: Hoadley Family** – 3 folders (Box 1)
- **Series 5: Albert V. McIlveen and Mary Neal McIlveen Materials** – 1 folder (Box 1)
- **Series 6: Photographs** – 1 folder (Box 1)
- **Series 7: Newspaper Clippings** – 1 folder (Box 1)
- **Series 8: Miscellaneous** – 1 folder (Box 1)

SERIES DESCRIPTIONS

**Series 1** – Correspondence. A collection of Rose Hoadley McIlveen’s personal correspondence. Also included are McIlveen’s correspondence related to her attempts at publishing, between herself and various editor, and correspondence to her literary agent.

**Series 2** – Career and Community Involvement. Various materials related to Rose Hoadley McIlveen’s journalism career and involvement in the Bloomington Community

**Series 3** – Publishing. Various materials related to Rose Hoadley McIlveen’s attempts to publish. Contains various manuscripts of four unpublished works by McIlveen, as well as research and notes on the creation of the manuscripts.

**Series 4** – Hoadley Family Materials. Materials relating to Rose’s research on the Hoadley family. Included are the records and correspondence of John W. Hoadley, considered the founder of the Monroe County Stone industry. Collected by Rose Hoadley McIlveen.

**Series 5** – Albert and Mary Neal McIlveen Materials. Records and Correspondences of Albert V. McIlveen and Mary Neal McIlveen.

**Series 6** – Photographs. Contains miscellaneous photographs of Rose and various members of the McIlveen Family. Notable are the class pictures of Mary Neal McIlveen, from Stinseville High School 1910, 1912, and 1914.
SERIES 7 – Newspaper Clippings. Miscellaneous newspaper clippings related to Rose Hoadley McIlveen and the Hoadley Family.

SERIES 8 – Miscellaneous. Consists of various unrelated materials collected by Rose Hoadley McIlveen.

ALTERNATE FORMS AVAILABLE

View selections from the collection in digital format at:

Contents of this collection are not available in this format at this time.

ACQUISITION INFO

Materials collected by Rose Hoadley McIlveen. Donated to the Monroe County Historical Society by Rose Hoadley McIlveen.

PREFERRED CITATION

Rose Hoadley McIlveen Collection, Monroe County History Center Research Library, Box #, Folder #.

PROCESSING INFO

Processed by Erica Morris, 2016.

RELATED MATERIAL

For additional publications about Rose Hoadley McIlveen and the Monroe County Historical Society, please search the Monroe County History Center’s catalog at:

http://monroehistory.pastperfect-online.com/30572cgi/mweb.exe?request=ks

Or, search the index to the Monroe County History Center Research Library’s indexes and resources:

Family files:

http://monroehistory.org/sg_userfiles/familyfiles.pdf

Vertical files:

See Monroe County Museum—T.O.L.I.
Monroe County Libraries—Carnegie Library
Theaters—Leffler Photo Essay
Theaters—Princess Theater

http://monroehistory.org/sg_userfiles/Vertical_File_Index_1.pdf

INVENTORY
SUBJECT TERMS

PERSONAL NAMES: Hoadley, John W 1827-1918; McIlveen, Albert V. (Albert Victor) 1886-1965; McIlveen, Mary Neal 1897-1963; McIlveen, Rose Hoadley 1930 – 2016

ORGANIZATIONS: Indiana University, Bloomington (Ind); Monroe County Historical Society (Ind.)

GEOGRAPHIC NAMES: Bloomington (Ind.); Monroe County (Ind.)

SUBJECTS: Indiana--History; Indiana University, Bloomington (Ind.); Monroe County (Ind.); Local History; Limestone Industry; Books—Publishing

BOX / FOLDER LIST

Box 1

SERIES 1: CORRESPONDENCE
 Folder 1: GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE 1938-1939
 Folder 2: CORRESPONDENCE WITH PUBLISHER 1947-1998
 Folder 3: CORRESPONDENCE WITH LITERARY AGENT 1984-1985

SERIES 2: PUBLISHING
 Folder 4: A REGENCY GLOSSARY: OR ENACT ME NO CHELTENHAM TRAGEDY
 Folder 5: A SEASON FOR ANNE
 Folder 6: A SEASON FOR ANNE SEQUEL
 Folder 7: MEDIEVAL NOVEL
 Folder 8: ENGLISH TRADESMEN INDEX
 Folder 9: PUBLISHING MISCELLANEOUS

SERIES 3: CAREER AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
 Folder 10: STYLE BOOKS AND RESUME
 Folder 11: COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

SERIES 4: HOADLEY FAMILY
 Folder 12: HOADLEY CORRESPONDENCE
 Folder 13: HOADLEY RECORDS
 Folder 14: HOADLEY HISTORY

SERIES 5: ALBERT AND MARY NEAL McILVEEN MATERIALS
 Folder 15: ALBERT AND MARY NEAL McILVEEN

SERIES 6: PHOTOGRAPHS
 Folder 16: PHOTOGRAPHS 1910-1967
SERIES 7: NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS
   FOLDER 17: NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS

SERIES 8: MISCELLANEOUS
   FOLDER 18: MISCELLANEOUS